One app for all urban mobility
Aggregates & compares

URBI SOLUTION

53 providers and counting
7 types of transportation

22 min  4.1 mi  €5.04
22 min  4.1 mi  €5.50
26 min  4.4 mi  €5.50
27 min  4.4 mi  €4.84
32 min  16:32 - 16:04
32 min  15:35 - 16:07
WITH OUR APP YOU CAN

SEARCH on map the nearest vehicle

COMPARE by time or costs

RESERVE (and open) the chosen vehicle

BUY public transport tickets, taxi fares, shared mobility solutions

ALL OVER EUROPE
OUR STORY

APP LAUNCH 2014
CAR SHARING AGGREGATOR 2015
URBAN MOBILITY AGGREGATOR 2016
partnership with LASTMINUTE.COM GROUP 2016
partnership with TELEPASS GROUP (part of Atlantia GROUP) 2017
MAAS 2018
Berlin 2019
Disrupting mobility
Leaving car ownership

URBIpass, our MaaS product, we want to compete with car ownership by providing a true freedom of mobility.
USE A SINGLE APP

MAAS

COMPARE
the transport options

SEARCH
how to reach your destination

REGISTER

RESERVE
the your chosen urban mobility service

USE
everywhere!

MAAS

URBIpass
BUY A SINGLE ‘TICKET’ for all the services & choose your subscription

Daily Weekly Monthly Yearly

Pay as you go

Choose your subscription:
- Daily
- Weekly
- Monthly
- Yearly

Buy a single ‘ticket’ for all the services.
Building the future of Urban Mobility

STEFANO POLIMENO
stefano@urbi.co
+39 339 6928914

WEBSITE: www.urbi.co
TWITTER: @urbimobility
FACEBOOK: /urbimobility
CONTACT: info@urbi.co

Download URBI for free

GET IT ON Google Play

Download on the App Store